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Over the years, I've posted articles at my preferred on-line write-up internet site, and even though I
usually get invited to the others, I stick with what I know, and believe loyalty is vital. It is also a trust
factor, as over the last five-years I've seen write-up directory websites come and go, some start off
out with so a lot promise, and hype, you believe wow, this may be huge, only to fall into obscurity
some 6-months later. Okay so, I'd like to go over the issue with imitation, innovation, and outright
copying when it comes to post categories in such venues.

You see, I've been amazed that nearly every single directory web site has equivalent categories.
Did someone just write down a list of categories after, and then absolutely everyone utilised the
identical list? Where may be the mental brilliance in that, apart from the initial person that created
the list? See that point. Also, I've noted that most categories on such web sites are typical, and
typically fitting for the Facebook crowd, but really do a disservice for the a lot more intellectually
endowed person who'd prefer to understand about cool stuff. Things like engineering, math,
science, and future tech for instance.

Some say that the net is dummying us down, but whose fault is that? Are there just so many shallow
individuals around that all they want could be the same-old typical, or if given a choice might much
more migrate to a lot more mental stimulation. Nicely, I'd like to feel the latter as well as in the event
the jury is out, shouldn't the write-up directory internet sites, the great ones, lead the way?

Okay so, my suggestion is that the prime online sites of this nature, ought to add far more
intellectually legitimate categories to attract higher finish writers, not just stupid stuff for the
Facebook crowd, at the same time as readers who wish to be challenged, and enjoy the world wide
web as their individual tool for any lifetime of mastering. I'd recommend the following new categories
to become thought to be;

History

Artificial Intelligence

NanoTechnology

Robotics

Six Sigma

Neuro Science

Physics

Private-Space Flight

Transportation Industry

Manufacturing Industry

Virtual Reality
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Water-Oceanography

Why not? It tends to make sense to take this venue to a larger level. At present, as a prolific on-line
post writer who likes to think, I have noted at times, that I frequently force my articles in to the
incorrect categories, due to the fact the choices or the computerized program does not serve the
needs with the Internet viewers of a higher-order of IQ. Is this a complaint you ask? Oh heavens no,
what I would like to see is a approach to get the mindless masses on-line to start thinking yet again.
So, please consider all this and feel on it.
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